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Reserve managers sell USD, private sector buys 
• IMF COFER indicates rare USD selling in Q4; significant EUR buying; small CNY, JPY and GBP buying  

• The USD appreciated and the EUR fell, suggesting the private sector went the other way 

• Medium-term pick-up in CNY, GBP and JPY reserves’ share of allocated reserves; USD share slid 

• The EUR share has not recovered from the debt crisis, probably held back by negative rates 

• If the private sector starts selling USD, it will likely be too late for reserve managers to diversify 
 

The sweet spot for reserve managers’ USD diversification   

By our calculations, global allocated reserves increased USD 66bn in Q4-20181. USD 

reserve holdings decreased about USD 14bn, CAD holdings fell USD 10bn, and AUD 

holdings dropped USD 6bn. The most striking change was EUR holdings, which 

increased USD 61bn. CNY holdings were up USD 10bn. These numbers do not 

match published IMF Currency Composition of Official Foreign Exchange Reserves 

(COFER) data. This is because we re-estimated the historical data assuming Q4 

exchange rates were stable throughout history (Figure 1). This is necessary because 

the USD value of, say, EUR reserves, rises when the EUR appreciates, even if no 

transactions have occurred, and we wish to eliminate such pure translation effects. 

We make the case that now is the sweet spot for reserve managers’ diversification 

out of USD. The USD is relatively strong and the global private sector is still buying. 

Reserve managers who wait for the private sector to start driving down the USD may 

find that they are unable to diversify effectively. There will be too many sellers and 

few buyers. In past episodes of USD selling, reserve managers have become dollar 

buyers of last resort, because they worry about competitiveness as well as returns 

once the USD starts falling sharply. 
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Figure 1: Q4-2018 changes in currency composition of reserves  

Standard Chartered Bank versus IMF calculations, USD bn 

  

 

  

Note: As discussed in text, our calculation eliminates the impact of FX moves on the currency composition of reserves. 

Source: IMF, Macrobond, Standard Chartered Research 

  

 

    

1 Unless otherwise noted, this note discusses allocated reserves. These are reserves for which reserve managers have provided the IMF with a 
currency breakdown. We also adjust the IMF data to constant Q4-2018 exchange rates; Q4 is arbitrary but does not affect the results greatly.  
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The big surprise is that Q4-2018 USD selling did not hurt the USD much, and EUR 

buying did not help the EUR. USD 61bn of EUR buying in Q4 is a run rate of close to 

USD 1bn per day. This is not much in terms of overall FX or EUR transactions, but is 

a very decent pace in terms of directional flows. Even if USD 1bn a day of EUR 

selling is not a dominant flow directionally, the private sector must have been selling 

EUR at an even faster clip to weaken it, especially given the euro area’s current 

account surplus. Our calculations suggest that the USD share of global reserves fell 

to 61.7% in Q4 from 62.2% in Q3, the EUR share rose to 20.7% from 20.2%, and the 

JPY share rose to 5.2% from 5.0%. 

China reserves look fully integrated in COFER data as of Q3-2018 

This is first time since early 2015 that q/q changes are meaningful. China’s reserves 

have been added bit by bit to the COFER data since Q2-2015, reducing unallocated 

reserves by about USD 4tn. Q4-2018 unallocated reserves were stable versus Q3 at 

about USD 690bn, suggesting that the process is done. From Q2-2015 to Q3-2018, it 

was impossible to tell whether q/q changes in allocated reserves were due to overall 

reserve manager activity, or to USD 200-600bn of China reserves that were 

integrated quarterly into COFER data, other intra-quarter transactions that are not 

visible in end-quarter data, or integration of non-China reserves into COFER data. 

We discuss q/q changes in prior years, but with an asterisk that interpretation is risky. 

The largest recent drop in the USD share of allocated reserves in our calculations 

came in Q2-2018, when it dropped 1.6ppt (Figure 2). The EUR, CNY and JPY shares 

increased 0.6ppt, 0.5ppt and 0.3ppt, respectively, with smaller contributions from 

other currencies. The coincident increase in the CNY share and decrease in the USD 

share suggests that a reserve allocation outside of China drove down the USD share 

of global reserves (many have identified Russia as the most likely USD seller).  

Subsequent moves in shares have been more modest, but remain down. We suspect 

that reserve managers as a group would like to shrink USD holdings for the following 

three reasons: (1) even at 62% of reserves, the USD share looks high from a portfolio 

viewpoint; (2) EM countries have not intervened aggressively when their currencies 

have come under pressure, so the prudential need to hold a liquid currency is 

reduced, and (3) countries that see a future risk of a political dispute with the US are 

probably trying to limit USD exposure. The reason to hold USD is basically the 

absence of liquid, safe alternatives with reasonable returns.  

    Figure 2: USD share of allocated reserves 

% 

    

 
    Source: IMF, Macrobond, Standard Chartered Research 
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Reserve managers’ buying did not 

stop the EUR from falling in Q4 

As of Q3-2018, it appeared as if 

China’s reserves were fully 

integrated into COFER 

The recent USD share drop looks 

like selling by reserve managers 
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These factors are likely to stay in place. Moreover, they are not innately tied to 

expected returns. Even if reserve managers have a generally positive view on where 

the USD and US asset prices are headed, they may have a reason to want their USD 

shares of reserves to be 40% or 50%, rather than 60%.  

When the USD starts falling, it may be too late for reserve managers 

We suspect many reserve managers would like to reduce USD holdings, but are 

holding off until market conditions clearly favour USD selling.  

We think this may be too late. If private-sector investors and reserve managers are 

both selling USD, this sets up an incipient financial account deficit. With the US 

current account deficit unlikely to disappear, there is an incipient violation of the 

current account/financial account identity. What reconciles the identity is that the 

USD falls until some combination of a narrower current account deficit and financial 

account investors tempted by cheaper USD assets restores balance. On a 

blackboard, this can look like a quick process. In practice, the USD often falls sharply 

before value becomes more important than momentum. 

Historically, reserve managers have become USD buyers on USD weakness before 

the private sector. Reserve managers in many EM countries are tasked with 

managing competitiveness as well as managing reserve portfolios. Even some G10 

reserve managers use verbal (and much more rarely, actual) intervention. Reserve 

managers who start off wanting to sell USD from their reserve portfolios often end up 

buying it back when they feel competitiveness is at risk. 

Reserve managers’ selling of USD against other G10 reserve currencies is generally 

self-defeating. When reserve managers try to diversify out of USD in periods of USD 

weakness, they are trying to induce private-sector investors to hold the USD when 

the latter are also trying to sell. This adds to downward pressure on the USD. The 

typical outcome is that both USD and non-USD reserves increase sharply, with the 

USD share not much changed. Figure 2 shows that the USD share of reserves did 

not change much from 2000 to 2008, even though diversification out of USD was the 

key theme in FX and the USD depreciated sharply. 

The private-sector response function differs from that of reserve managers. If the 

private sector is selling USD, the only question is when to pick the bottom. The 

competitiveness worry that reserve managers face means that they have trouble 

staying short USD along with the private sector. Bottom line: if there is a desire to 

reduce exposure to the USD, it is better to do so when the private sector is buying 

and the USD is relatively strong, so the selling can be absorbed. 

It is hard to diversify out of USD 

when the private sector is also 

selling 

The main motivation for 

diversification out of the USD is not 

necessarily expected returns 

The private sector can sell USD 

longer than reserve managers 

Reserve diversification appears 

most feasible when the private 

sector is buying USD 
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